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Quagga, 
As Alive
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This is a real photograph, not a photomontage: along the fynbos – bushy vegetation 
of South Africa – is running a live quagga, or almost quagga…
The last half-zebra died in the Amsterdam Zoo in 1883. There were remained only 
a few paintings depicting quagga (so named for its abrupt call «kwa-ha-ha»), only 
one photograph, and 23 skins displayed in several museums. By studying these 
remnants, a zoologist of the Iziko South African Museum, Reinhold Rau (1932-
2006) came to the conclusion that it’s possible to obtain DNA of the extinct animal. 
It turned out that quagga is not a separate species, but it is a subspecies of the 
plains zebra with a very similar genome, appeared just 290-120 thousand years 
ago. “Therefore”, decided Rau, “it is possible to breed the quagga by crossing mares 
and stallions of its close relative”. Moreover, among plaines zebras are met not fully 
striped individuals or that ones which instead of black have faint, pale stripes. That 
occurs more often closer to the aboriginal, drier habitats of the quagga. 
Reinhold Rau and his colleagues calculated that the breeding the quagga from 
the zebra would take four generations. For this reason, 19 partially striped zebra-
breeders were selected. And 28 years later among the present herd of 89 individuals 
divided in several populations, are frisking the foals of the fourth generation, by 
appearance identical to quaggas. The first of them were born even earlier. The 
independent experts on genetics from the Nelson Mandela University noted that all 
foals are quite healthy, since the members of the project were able not to exceed the 
proportion of inbreeding more than 10 percent, but the disappearance of striping 
has nothing to do with this phenomenon. Over some time the scientists hope to 
release “revived” quaggas in wild fynbos.  Andrei Zhuravlev
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A quagga-like 
foal born in 2011 
after zebra-like 
parents. Quagga 
Project. South 
Africa..
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